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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript has been revised well. I think this manuscript will be acceptable after a correction has been done.

Minor point:

In the Strengths and Limitations, the authors state "Thus, both specificity (all with a severe condition are hospitalised) and sensitivity (the hospitalised are truly ill) should be high given the definition of onset of severe disease."

But the reviewer thinks the specificity may not be so high even if Sweden's health care system is publicly financed, because low-SES/educated group may suffer from access to social support (Since I am not Swedish, I need some objective data to realize the specificity would be high enough.) If the authors do not have objective data about the specificity, please make the expression more modest one (e.g., ...specificity..... might be high....., etc.).

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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